assigned each item, whether a book or group of
documents, an inventory number in a database
and attached digital photographs of title pages
and book covers. Based on these photographs,
Hebrew- and Arabic-speaking catalogers provided preliminary descriptive information and,
where feasible, cataloging information.

Planning for Preservation and Access:
Advice from a Group of Experts
To help set preservation priorities, a group
of experts knowledgeable in Jewish history,
Iraqi and Middle Eastern history, the Iraqi
Jewish community, and Jewish rare books
and printing met in May 2010. Working
from the database, they reviewed the collection and made recommendations regarding
priorities for preservation, access, and exhibition.
The experts included Reeva Simon, Yeshiva University/Columbia University; Jane
Gerber, City University of New York; Michael Grunberger, United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum; Maurice Shohet, from
the Iraqi Jewish community, later also from
the World Organization of Jews from Iraq;
Laura Leone, Center for Jewish History; and
Bernard Cooperman, University of Maryland. Baidaa Abdulhareem from the Iraqi

these books and documents will be accessible throughout the world to all who are
interested.
Over 2,700 Jewish books and tens of
thousands of documents, dating from the
mid-16th century to the 1970s, were recovered. These documents and books were
expropriated by the Baath Party regime
from synagogues and communal organizations, although it is unclear what they
hoped to learn from these Jewish community records and religious texts. Almost all
the recovered documents relate to Bagh-

Preserving the “Iraqi Jewish Archive”

embassy in the United States participated as
well. A copy of the database and the review
criteria were also provided to Saad Eskander,
Director of the Iraqi National Library and
Archives (INLA) to solicit INLA’s perspective regarding the item-level review.
The third and final phase of the Iraqi Jewish Archive Preservation Project, funded by
the Department of State in 2011, set out the
actions needed to complete the project:
• Complete and refine the collection cataloging and database.

• Provide conservation treatment to stabilize and allow safe handling of collection items selected for digitization, and,
as needed, more extensive conservation
treatment for items to be exhibited.
• Digitize all archival documents and
the priority books (those important for
their content, rarity, and other special
characteristics—less than 18 percent of
the total).
• Create an exhibit with English and
Arabic captions to be shown at the Na-

From left: Doris A. Hamburg and Mary Lynn Ritzenthaler of the National Archives and Reserve Maj.
Corinne Wegener.

dad Jewish communal organizations, such
as the Chief Rabbi’s office, hospitals, and
schools.
The recovered documents provide a vivid
and unparalleled record of Baghdad’s Jewish life from the end of the Ottoman era to
the early 1970s. Iraqi Jews lived in a land
that was physically and culturally linked
to Judaism’s central sacred texts. Babylonia in Ancient Mesopotamia (modern-day
Iraq) is embedded in biblical lore. For
centuries, Jews were well integrated into
Iraq’s generally tolerant, multicultural so-

ciety, with an Islamic majority composed
of both Sunnis and Shi’ites and significant
Kurdish, Christian, and Jewish populations. As Iraq modernized, Jews formed
an important segment of the middle and
working classes—active in business, government, professions, academics, music,
literature, and trades. By 1949, an estimated 130,000 Jews lived in Iraq, primarily in Baghdad, Basra, and Mosul.
The unraveling of Jewish life in Iraq began in the 20th century, accelerating after
the advent of Nazism to power in Germany
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